Pharmaceutical Sciences Departmental Scholarship 2015-2016
Faculty underlined, *Pharmacy Students, **Graduate Students/Residents


**Pharmacy Practice Departmental Scholarship 2015-2016**


9. Sergio Alonso*, Matthew Walker*, Dylan Hayes*, Charles Collins. ACTIVE CONTENT OF VITAMIN D3 SUPPLEMENTS; ETSU Appalachian Student Research Forum (April 6-7, 2016) This poster was awarded first place in its category.


SOMATOTROPH CELL LINES TO STUDY TISSUE-SPECIFIC TRANSCRIPTION OF THE GROWTH HORMONE GENE. Poster #162 at The Appalachian Student Research Forum, East Tenn State Univ., April 2016.


30. Palau VE (Invited Seminar) COMPOUNDS OBTAINED FROM ANDEAN PLANTS WITH ANTINEOPLASTIC ACTIVITY D. Annual Seminar Department of Graduate Studies Pontificia Universidad Javeriana Bogota, Colombia 2015

31. Palau VE (Invited Seminar) COMPOUNDS OBTAINED FROM ANDEAN PLANTS WITH ANTINEOPLASTIC ACTIVITY STRUCTURE- FUNCTION ACTIVITY. Department of Science and Technology Universidad de Ciencias Aplicadas y Ambientales Bogota, Colombia 2015
32. Palau VE (Invited Seminar) COMPOUNDS OBTAINED FROM ANDEAN PLANTS: STRUCTURE – ACTIVITY RELATIONSHIPS. Department of Chemistry Nova Southeastern University Ft Lauderdale, FL 2016

33. Peter C. Panus, Jake O’Dell and Joshua George USE OF A QUANTITATIVE DRUG INDEX TO QUANTIFY DRUGS RELEVANT TO FALL RISK IN COMMUNITY-DWELLING OLDER ADULTS. Abstract was presented at Combined Sections Meeting of the APTA for, February 17 – 20, 2016. Poster 1094

Textbooks

The 2nd edition of the textbook entitled "Pharmacology for the Physical Therapist" for McGraw-Hill publishers will begin revision in June, 2016, with a completion date of August 2018. The editorial positions have changed with Erin Jobst as first author and Peter C. Panus will be 2nd author. Contract has been signed by all parties.

Pharmacy Practice Departmental Presentations and Abstracts 2015-2016

Data is in process of being collected

College (Both Departments) Peer-Reviewed Publications – 2014-15
GCOP Faculty in Bold, PharmD students*, Other students**, Graduate students underlined


18. Mospan CM. Statins and Cognitive Function: Protective or Harmful? JAAPA. Submitted 2015 (in


32. Stewart DW, Rikhye S, Odle B, Bossaer J, Flores EK. Prescribing of Low-Molecular-Weight


34. Begley KJ, Monaghan MS, Clavier CW, **Lugo RA, Crouch MA.** Technology in the Pharmacy Learning Environment: Survey of Use and Misuse. Innovations in Pharmacy 2015: 6(1); Article 186.


**College Non-Peer-Reviewed Articles - 2014-15**

GCOP Faculty in Bold, PharmD students*, Other students**, Graduate students underlined


College Peer-Reviewed Book Chapters – 2014-15
GCOP Faculty in Bold, PharmD students*, Other students**, Graduate students underlined


College Presentations – 2014-15
GCOP Faculty in Bold, PharmD students*, Other students**, Graduate students underlined


22. Loren Kirk, Yao Luu, Paul Lewis, Stacy Brown, “STABILITY OF ORAL VANCOMYCIN PRODUCTS FOR BULK PREPARATION AND STORAGE,” Appalachian Student Research Forum (Won 2nd Place in Pharmacy/Medical Students Division).


33. Derek E. Murrell, John Harrell,* Yuyun Rahmasari,* Dustin L. Cooper, Angela V. Hanley, Kenneth W. Bullins, and Sam Harirforoosh. Evaluation of hepatic oxidative stress in rats following celecoxib and misoprostol concomitant administration (poster presentation). 2014
American College of Clinical Pharmacology Annual Meeting. Atlanta, GA. September 2014.


52. Click I, Hagemeier NE. Improving Tennessee Health Care Providers Understanding of Neonatal Abstinence Syndrome. 5th Annual AppNET Conference. Johnson City, TN; March 13, 2015 (CE event)


57. Adams CB, Street, DS, Bossaer JB. Incidence of cetuximab-related infusion reactions in
58. Calhoun M, Harris E. Developing Interprofessionalism: Integrating Students and Residents of Pharmacy and Medicine into an Interprofessional Practice. Interprofessional Education Conference, June 2015, Pigeon Forge, TN.


63. K Baker, KP Williams, R Blackwelder, B Cross, K Tillman. Interprofessional Education and Faculty Attitudes. Presented at the national IPEC conference in Washington, DC.


---

### College Online Publications – 2014-15

1. **Melton ST.** What is the role of topiramate in the treatment of alcohol use disorders? Medscape Ask the Experts. Accepted for publication online July 2015.


---

### College Letters/Editorials